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Model LDW-36/18/AL  
Double Wall Firering  

with Optional Angle Spade Anchors

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Utility Shelf

SPECIFICATIONS:

Model LDW-36/18/AL is constructed from a 3/16" thick 
31-3/4" ID plate steel inner firering centered inside of a 1/8" 
thick 36-1/16" ID plate steel outer ring providing an air gap 
of 2".  Outer ring has a formed (NOT WELDED) 1" flanged lip 
around the top of the ring flange.  Three formed steel angles 
welded between rings maintain spacing.  Ring is welded to two 
3/16" plate steel grate support panels for overall dimensions of  
38-1/8" wide by 36-7/16" long, and 26-9/16" high.  Fire 
barrier is 17-5/16" high. Both rings have ten 9/16" dia.  
drain/draft holes through both rings located around the 
perimeter.

" dia. A-36 
steel bar with grate bars spaced 1-1/8" on centers.  Grate is 
constructed with a one-piece wrap-around perimeter bar of 
1/2" dia. A-36 steel bar with formed corners. 

" dia. steel support bars 
made to adjust in vertical slots die punched in the heat panels.  
Grate handles are provided with two substantially constructed 
spring coil grips suitable for public use made from 1/8" x 
1/2" flat steel bar (not wire springs).

" plate steel 

die-formed into one vertical edge adding strength to the entire 
unit and providing a heat shield for grate adjustment.  Back 
panel of 3/16" plate steel is welded to heat panels. 

" 
x 1-3/4" x 3/16" A-36 steel angle with welded-on 
spades of 1/8" thick steel to permanently anchor 
unit to ground (indicated by “/AL” in model no., e.g.  
LDW-36/18/AL).

nontoxic black enamel.  
Optional: Firering is provided with a 3/16" x 7-1/8" x 
9-5/8" steel utility shelf.  (Add “/S” to model no., e.g.  
LDW-36/18/AL/S.)

Model LDW-36/18/AL Double Wall Firering with four level adjustable 
grate and  Angle Spade anchors, 17-1/2 in. high fire barrier

safety

adjustment

from heat

steel bar

concrete pad



MODEL LDW-36/16 DOUBLE WALL FIRERING  WITH  ANGLE SPADE ANCHORS
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DATE

DWG. NO.

DRAWN BY TITLE

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

31 3/4 ID

36 11/16

36 1/2 ID

5 1/4 GRATE ADJUSTMENT

17 5/16
26 9/16

19 3/8

15 1/8

20

12

3 IN DEEP
COARSE
AGGREGATE FILL


